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Chetan Bhagat has received many accolades during his writing career and some of his books have also
inspired Bollywood films. Love, Corruption, Ambition They get a five-point-something GPA out of ten,
which gives them the lowest ranks in their class. The world has high expectations from IITians, but these three
students are struggling to survive. This story revolves around their friendship, their future and their love life.
One Night the Call Center This is a story of a call centre, where there are six people working at night, taking
calls. That one night, they get a call from God. This novel is rather witty, but it makes you contemplate on
various aspects of life. This novel will keep you glued to the pages right till the last page. Definitely a gripping
novel, you could even watch its movie adaption â€” Hello in Hindi while its sequel Hello 2 is likely to be
released in The 3 Mistakes of My Life This novel is based in fictional events and is set in the early years of
the last decade The story is about the lives of three good friends Govind, Ishaan and Omi. Govind aims to
make money, Ishaan aims to train a gifted batsman named Ali, and Omi simply wants to be with his friends.
The story revolves around Govind and the three mistakes he committed. Catch upon some aspiring cricket
action, romance and more by watching Kai Po Che!! They fall in love and decide to get married. No two states
in India have the same customs, rituals and traditions. Love, Corruption, Ambition Revolution is a story about
three childhood friends Aarti, Raghav and Gopal who struggle to find success and love in the city of Varanasi.
However, it is not that difficult to achieve the pleasures of life in an unfair society that rewards the
corrupt-minded. The focus is on Gopal who gives in to the corrupt system, and Raghav who fights it. Though,
Gopal and Raghav have different ideologies, they love the same girl. With UTV capturing its movie rights, its
wait and watch time till the movie is announced and actually released. All the aforementioned best sellers
from Chetan Bhagat are available on online book stores. Read them, think about them, and get on with your
life with a positive attitude. This is the hidden message of the author of the month at CompareRaja â€” Chetan
Bhagat.
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Chapter 2 : The Person â€“ Chetan Bhagat
Chetan Bhagat writes op-ed columns for English and Hindi newspapers, including Times of India and Dainik Bhaskar,
focusing on youth and issues based on national development. Bhagat is also a motivational speaker and has given talks
in leading MNCs and other institutions.

And I can clearly see the difference between the writing of his first three books and 2 States: The Story of my
Marriage. His first three books Five Point Someone, One night the call centre and Three Mistakes of My Life
were good no doubt but he was novice and his books lacks those crucial skills which makes the reader to enjoy
the book thoroughly and remain close to heart long after. With 2 States, I must say Chetan Bhagat has evolved
as an author. The book has everything which will keep the reader hooked to the book till its last page. It will
make you laugh, cry, introspect, sad, ecstatic. There will be many emotions you will go through while reading
the book. Chetan Bhagat says that it is true story about his marriage that could be very true but then while
reading you will find bollywood movie like twist and turn in the book. Anyways both the main characters
Krish and Ananya are simply adorable and surely you will fell in love with them at once. The book is very
easy to read and humorous as well. There are no dull moments in the book even when the characters were
depressed due to the separation. But I have one grumble about the book is that Chetan fully concentrated on
the bringing out the Krish emotions, his feeling for Ananya, his tension, when he was feeling dreadful due to
his break-up. Everything came out very well. Her side of the story was so brief that I felt for more. Her
anguish and state of mind after the break up was completely overlooked. But then this is entirely my personal
view point. You might feel different. But his point of view on inter-caste and interstate marriage are very
revolutionary and revolting as well. A complete paisa vasool. With the movie all set to release on 18th April, ,
hurry to read the book. The one who have read the book can only say how well the novel has been adapted
into the movie. Lastly, which one was better. Only one who has read the book could answer which is more
better movie or novel. Apart from English, 2 States: So read the book in which language you are comfortable
with but do read it.
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2 States: The Story of My Marriage commonly known as 2 States is a novel written by Chetan Bhagat. It is the story
about a couple coming from two different states in India, who face hardships in convincing their parents to approve of
their marriage.

Plot summary[ edit ] 2 States: The Story of My Marriage is partly autobiographical. The story is about a
couple, Krish and Ananya, who fall from two different states of India, Punjab and Tamil Nadu respectively,
are deeply in love and want to get married. The story begins in the IIM Ahmedabad mess hall, where Krish, a
Punjabi boy from Delhi sights a beautiful girl, Ananya, a Tamilian from Chennai, quarreling with the mess
staff about the food. Ananya was tagged as the "Best girl of the fresher batch". They become friends within a
few days and decide to study together every night. In the mean time, they become romantically involved. They
both get jobs, and have serious plans for their wedding. She is convinced as her biggest dream of singing at a
big concert comes true. Krish has had a hatred on his father. They go to Goa. Krish started becoming
workaholic and started living badly. It is narrated in a first person point of view in a humorous tone, often
taking digs at both Tamil and Punjabi cultures. The novel ends with Ananya giving birth to twin boys.
However, the project was called off due to creative differences over script. Later, it was announced that the
screen adaptation of 2 States would be produced by Sajid Nadiadwala with Shahrukh Khan and Priyanka
Chopra in the lead roles and Vishal Bhardwaj would be directing the movie. It was later declared that Imran
Khan will be playing the male lead in the movie. But then, due to clash of dates, Imran and Priyanka had to
opt out of the movie as well. After a lot of brainstorming, it was finally confirmed by producers Karan Johar
and Sajid Nadiadwala that Arjun Kapoor and Alia Bhatt will be seen playing the lead pair in the movie. This
movie was released on 18 April Retrieved 28 April Retrieved 25 April
Chapter 4 : 2 States: The Story of My Marriage - Wikipedia
Chetan Bhagat is the author of nine blockbuster books. These include seven novelsâ€”Five Point Someone (), One
Night @ the Call Center (), The 3 Mistakes of My Life (), 2 States (), Revolution (), Half Girlfriend () One Indian Girl ()
and The Girl in Room () and two non-fiction titlesâ€” What Young India.
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Chetan Bhagat is the author of four blockbuster novels, Five Point Someone (), One Night @ the Call Center () The 3
Mistakes of life () & 2 States (). All four books have remained bestsellers since their release and have inspired major
Bollywood films.
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To convert their love story into a love marriage, the couple have a tough battle in Here you can download free chetan
bhagat 2 states pdf in hindi shared files found in our database: (2) Chetan Bhagat 2 States The Story of My
racedaydvl.com from racedaydvl.com host (2) Chetan Bhagat - 2 States The Story of My racedaydvl.com
racedaydvl.com KB.
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"The world's most sensible person and the biggest idiot both stay within us. The worst part is, you can't even tell who is
who." â€• Chetan Bhagat, 2 States: The Story of My Marriage.
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Chetan Bhagat Books In Hindi Reviews And Best Collection Famous Books Hindi And Novel In Hindi For Students.
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one of my racedaydvl.com this book so muchThanx Chetan Bhagat For 2 states. saherkhoja. Its a great book a feel
good story:) Thanks racedaydvl.com Bhagat for this novel.
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